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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents PyPSA-GB, a dataset and model of Great Britain’s (GB) power system
encompassing historical years and the future energy scenarios developed by National Grid. It is
the first fully open-source model implementation of the future GB power system with high spatial
and temporal resolution, and data for future years up to 2050. Two power dispatch formulations
can be optimised: (i) single bus unit commitment problem, and (ii) network constrained linear
optimal power flow. The model is showcased through an example analysis of quantifying future
wind curtailment in Scotland. PyPSA-GB provides an open-source basis for GB operational and
planning studies, e.g., sector coupling and flexibility options.

1. Introduction
In recent years there has been a global policy trend towards setting net zero targets. In 2019 the UK government

legislated a binding target to reach net zero by 2050 [1]. This was driven by, and further motivated, the development of
net zero transition pathways. The Climate Change Committee carried out a detailed analysis of each sector of the UK
economy, and recommended net-zero greenhouse gases by 2050 [2]. Net Zero Britain is a report on the modelling of
pathways to net zero for the UK where it is concluded that the necessary tools and technology exist to power the UK
with 100% renewable energy [3]. The outputs from these types of studies often rely on energy systems modelling, and
are in turn used to inform further modelling studies. However, these studies often do not make underlying models and
data openly available.

There is growing awareness of the benefits of making energy system models and underlying data openly available,
as seen with the expansion of open energy modelling initiatives [4]. Pfenninger et al. [5] set out four reasons why
energy models and data should be open: enable transparency, peer review, reproducibility, and traceability; improved
collaboration between modellers and policy makers; improved collaboration between researchers; and more prominent
role in wider public debate. These reasons have motivated the authors of this paper to ensure the work described is
made openly available.

Energy system models are important for analysing and understanding the performance of future, increasingly
complex, energy systems highly reliant on renewable energy sources (RES) [6]. Electricity generation using RES is
variable and dependent on both spatial factors, due to varying resource availability in different geographical locations,
and temporal factors, such as weather conditions which are stochastic and uncertain. Energy system modelling
studies are tackling challenges related to these factors, such as the spatial distribution of RES generators [7] and
complementarity of different types of RES [8]. Additionally, studies are exploring the role of the expansion of electricity
networks [9]; various types of storage [10]; sector coupling [11]; and demand side management [12]. Addressing these
challenges benefit from using energy system models with high spatial and temporal resolution.

There are a wide range of energy system models, both commercial and open-source, which can be applied to
different sectors and scales, and at different spatial and temporal resolutions (see [13, 14] for model reviews). Many
models are only applicable to a single sector such as power system tools, e.g., DIgSILENT PowerFactory [15],
MATPOWER [16], and were developed before the challenges of energy system integration. More recent open-source
energy system models are applicable to multiple sectors, e.g., Calliope [17], OSeMOSYS [18]. These use linearised
models and can simulate systems at a high temporal resolution, but they use simplified models for energy networks.
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Whole system optimisation tools, e.g., TIMES [19], can represent all sectors of an energy system [20] but use limited
number of time slices to represent a whole year which makes storage modelling less accurate. TIMES is not open-
source and is built in GAMS, which uses a mix of commercial and open source software components. Often multi-
sector energy system models with low spatial and temporal resolution are soft-linked with detailed power system tools
[21, 22].

PyPSA is an open-source Python based package that can simulate and optimise modern energy systems over
multiple time steps based on marginal costs [23], and can perform analyses at high spatial and temporal resolution. It
was developed to bridge the gap between power system models and whole energy system models. It can be used to
tackle power system problems such as dispatch modelling, unit commitment, and power flow, while having a flexible
framework such that other energy vectors such as heat and hydrogen can also be modelled. It can be used for both
operational studies (it can calculate optimal linear, non-linear, and security-constrained power flow) and investment
studies (it can calculate total energy system least-cost investment optimisation). Model implementations of PyPSA
include the European transmission system [24], transmission expansion in the northern sea [25], and global coverage
models [26]. PyPSA is suited to modelling studies aiming for open-source and requiring high spatial and temporal
resolution.

The transmission network operator for the UK, the National Grid, publish an annual report, Future Energy Scenarios
(FES) [27], on their modelling of the UK’s pathway to net zero based on four scenarios: a steady progression or falling
short scenario, and three net zero scenarios. The modelling used to inform the FES involves numerous modelling
methods applied to different sections of the energy system. For the net zero scenarios a cost-optimisation model, the
UK TIMES Model [28], is used to determine the evolution of the whole energy system to 2050. The outputs from
this model are validated using a more detailed electricity generation model, BID3 [29]. This is an electricity dispatch
model which is pan-European and is used with hourly timesteps. Energy demand modelling is undertaken on a sector
basis and collated together to calculate annual electricity demand, peak and minimum electricity demand, and system
losses. Electricity supply modelling includes dispatchable and non-dispatchable electricity generators, interconnectors
and storage. All scales from household generation (e.g., rooftop PV) to large generators directly connected to the
transmission network are considered. BID3 is not open-source, but PyPSA can replicate it’s functionality in the FES
development.

There are limitations to the current FES modelling approach. It does not include transmission or distribution
networks or grid-service operational constraints in the step using TIMES. This approach is oversimplified because
it means generation and demand can be transported through the limited capacity network freely, and they are not
required to provide system services (e.g., reserve and frequency response), both these limitations mean the model
is not representative of a future system with increasing constrained flows and constraint management needs. The
openly available outputs are limited to annual metrics, and higher temporal resolution input or output data (e.g., hourly
generation or load outputs from the BID3 model) are not available. The outputs from the FES would benefit from
implementation in a transparent, open-source high spatial and temporal resolution dispatch model such as PyPSA.

UK-specific energy system model implementations have been developed and utilised in recent years. The UK
TIMES model covers all aspects of the energy system, all steps between fuel extraction and trading to final energy
demands [30]. It is used to generate long-term transition pathways (such as National’s Grid FES discussed above) using
a cost minimisation approach and contains 16 distinct timeslices to represent four typical days for the four seasons.
While the UK TIMES models does not incorporate high spatial or temporal resolution aspects, it has been linked with
the dispatch model highRES [31] which is capable of capturing transmission network constraints and hourly timestep
modelling. Zeyringer et al. [32] used highRES to simulate a future year, 2050, using outputs from a UK TIMES model
run. They found that spatial aspects such as reinforcing the transmission system can decrease system costs while the
spatial deployment of electricity storage and flexible generation is optimal when installed close to high demand areas.
This study only simulated a single future year, 2050, the data is only available from the author on request, and the
model is not open-source.

An example of an open-source, UK-specific model implementation is Calliope-UK. The Calliope energy modelling
framework is a linear, cost optimisation model which is capable of high spatial (transmission network representation)
and high temporal (hourly timesteps) resolutions [33]. Operation and installed capacities are simultaneously solved,
removing the need for soft-linking to a long-term pathway energy system model. Calliope-UK [34] incorporates
traditional thermal power plants and RES electricity generators, a 20-node representation of the transmission network,
historical National Grid demand data, and 25 years of hourly weather data from the MERRA reanalysis dataset [35].
This study highlights the importance of modelling inter-year variability introduced by solar and wind power generation.
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Table 1: UK energy system models. Spatial resolution refers to fidelity of network modelling; temporal resolution is the
simulation/optimisation timestep; future data refers to exogenous datasets representing components of a future power
system; and open-source is used to refer to availability of model/data on an accessible repository.

UK Model Institute Description Spatial resolution Temporal resolution Future data Open-source

UK TIMES [36]
University College
London (Formerly
developed by BEIS)

Integrated partial equilibrium energy
systems model for least cost
optimization

Not included (UK
single region)

4 seasons, 4 intraday
(day, evening peak,
late evening, night)

Endogenous
Closed source -
discussions around
open sourcing

Ember-PyPSA [37] Ember
Merit-order style dispatch model for
UK and EU, but can be run as a
capacity expansion model.

12 nodes representing
the UK, 29 for rest
of Europe

Hourly
2030 only. Use FES2022
pathways, Falling short
and Leading the Way

Open source
(MIT Licence)

BID3 [29] AFRY Electricity market dispatch model Transmission network

Hourly renewable
generation based on
detailed historical
windspeed and solar
radiation data;
Sub-hourly possible

User input; Scenario
generation for optimal
new-build, retiral and
mothballing

Closed source

ESME [38]

Energy Technologies
Institute (ETI) &
Energy Systems
Catapult

National energy system design and
planning Monte Carlo model to
identify investment in technology
innovation and strategic policy

12 onshore and 12
offshore regions

2 seasons (Summer, Winter),
5 intraday time slices (Morning,
Mid-day, Early Evening,
Late Evening, Overnight)

Endogenous Closed source

highRES [31] University College
London

Electricity system planning and
dispatch model

20-zone transmission
network Hourly

Wind and solar data
from 1983-2017 at
0.25 degrees x 0.25 degrees
(∼28 x 17 km)

Open source - but
uses GAMS which has
limited open features

UK-Calliope [34] TUDelft, ARUP,
& ETH Zürich

Power system model based on the
open-source Calliope high-resolution
modeling framework

20-zone model of the
power system of Great
Britain

20 years of validated hourly
wind and PV generation data

No future data included,
model used to generate
endogenous scenarios

Open source

Integrated Whole
Energy System
(IWES) [39]

Imperial College
London

Large, linear-programming-based
optimisation problem to minimise
overall system costs

14 regions +
interconnectors Hourly Endogenous

Closed source - only
documented through
literature

Combined Gas and
Electricity Network
(CGEN) [40]

Cardiff University High-resolution system-of-systems
modelling framework

Transmission +
distribution scale;
Wind/solar =
10 km x 10 km;
"Local authority
district level"

Wind/solar = daily,
"down-scaled to hourly";
Hourly

Uses Future Energy
Scenarios (2019)

Closed source with
"workflows, code and
data used are available
from the corresponding
author upon reasonable
request"

DECC Dynamic
Dispatch Model [41]

UK Government
- DECC

Comprehensive fully integrated
power market model covering the
GB power market over the medium
to long term.

Not included
(UK single region)

Half hourly basis for sample
days, not full year

Does not have future
data but relies on
input assumptions of
the costs and characteristics
of all generation types

Closed source - not
openly available

Unit commitment
dispatch model
of the GB electricity
market [42]

University of
Cambridge

A calibrated unit commitment
dispatch model of the GB electricity
market.

UK transmission
not included, however,
interconnector flows
are included

Hourly for full year
Single year, 2025, from
National Grid’s Five Year
Forecast of supply mix

Closed source - paper
states model is on GitHub
but authors did not find
repository

PyPSA-GB University of
Edinburgh

Open dataset and power dispatch
model of the GB transmission
network using country-specific data
over historical years and National
Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios for
future years

29 node transmission
network or zonal model Half hourly and hourly

National Grid Future
Energy Scenario data
incorporated
2021 to 2050

Open source with full
documentation

This model implementation does not consider explicit power flows, instead Calliope approximates power flow to energy
flows, and does not incorporate data from whole energy system long-term pathway models (such as outputs from FES),
instead optimising installed capacities in the same framework.

Table 1 displays relevant information on 11 UK-specific energy system models with focus on spatial resolution,
temporal resolution, future data, and open-source. The table shows that PyPSA-GB is the only UK-specific model
implementation of a high spatial and temporal resolution dispatch model including exogenous open-source data to
readily simulate future years.

Accordingly, this paper presents PyPSA-GB, an open dataset and power dispatch model of the Great Britain (GB)
power system encompassing both historical years (2010-2020) and future years (up to 2050) based on National Grid’s
FES. It is the first model implementation of the GB power system which is: high spatial resolution, high temporal
resolution, contains exogenous data for future years, and open-source. The dataset covers the GB electrical power
system and excludes Northern Ireland which is operated by an independent system operator and only connected to the
GB power system through an interconnector which is included in this dataset. The collection of data sources into a
model implementation of the UK in PyPSA is a contribution to knowledge for the following reasons.

PyPSA-GB can be used as a dispatch model using the FES data for future years, and it can also be used as a
capacity expansion model which optimises simultaneously with detailed power flow constraints. Furthermore, it can
also be used solely as a capacity expansion model by removing power flow constraints. This flexibility in usage is a key
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reason for using PyPSA as the backend for this UK model. PyPSA-GB is a highly flexible implementation of linking
between long-term energy transition pathway outputs and high spatial and temporal resolution operational/dispatch
functionality. It is the authors intention that PyPSA-GB can form a basis for future GB energy system modelling in
directions such as sector coupling and flexibility options.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of PyPSA-GB and motivates the need to simulate
historical and the FES projections for future years in high spatial and temporal resolution; Section 2.1 describes the
linear optimal power flow and unit commitment power dispatch functionality; Section 2.2 explores the underlying data
covering network, demand, generators and marginal prices, renewable power, storage, and greenhouse gas emissions;
Section 3.1 provides a comparison to historical data; Section 3.2 describes an example study using PyPSA-GB to
investigate future wind curtailment in Scotland; and Sections 4 and 5 are the discussions and conclusions respectively.

2. Methodology
PyPSA-GB has been developed to simulate the GB power system in high spatial and temporal resolution for both

historical and future years. This section will describe the methodology focusing on the power dispatch functionality
and the underlying data. The data included in the model has been sourced from openly available datasets found
online. This data is processed in a format suitable for use within the PyPSA framework. Additionally, this dataset
can be converted into formats suitable for use within other energy model frameworks (interoperability of open source
frameworks is an ongoing area of research [43]). Code for PyPSA-GB is written in Python and Jupyter Notebooks
are used to showcase data, functionality, and analysis. PyPSA-GB v1.0.0, is available on a public GitHub repository
https://github.com/andrewlyden/PyPSA-GB.

The default optimisation solver in the example notebooks is Gurobi which is currently available for free to
academics, however, is not free for non-academics. Use of the open-source solver HIGHS [44] (and others) is integrated
in PyPSA, and HIGHS is emerging as a promising alternative to closed-source solvers. While new open-source solvers
are closing the performance gap, the use of a closed-source solver may be required for ensuring solutions with large-
scale optimisation problems. With PyPSA-GB aiming for high spatial and temporal resolution there may be limitations
to being able to solve these large-scale problems.

For the historical years, 2010-2020 inclusive, PyPSA-GB includes data on generators, marginal prices, demand,
renewable power, and storage. Simulating historical years can provide insight into the operation of the GB power
system, e.g., dispatch of thermal power plants and curtailed renewable generation. It is also useful in order to compare
to historical data and build confidence in the model (see Section 3.1).

For future years, PyPSA-GB includes data to simulate future years based on National Grid’s FES21 [45] and FES22
[46] for all four scenarios which go up to 2050. Steady Progression (FES21) or Falling Short (FES22) represents
business as usual with low level of both societal change and speed of decarbonisation, and is the only scenario which
fails to meet the net zero target. Leading the Way represents the highest speed of decarbonisation coupled with a
high level of societal change. Consumer Transformation and System Transformation represent the same speed of
decarbonisation, but Consumer Transformation requires higher level of societal change than System Transformation.

Many studies which are focussed on a single, or subset, of technologies are interested in the wider energy system
integration. Research is increasingly interested in whole energy system analysis in order to identify overall optimal
energy systems, as discussed in detail in the smart energy systems concept [47]. Often studies develop simple
representations of the entire GB energy system to analyse this wider system integration. However, these are often
not further developed and do not get reused. One of the aims of PyPSA-GB is to provide a robust basis for these types
of studies to more easily incorporate a whole energy system element of analysis. The FES scenarios included as the
dataset in PyPSA-GB provide a whole energy system view which can be used as the starting point for these types of
analysis, and individual sectors can then be modified to investigate the wider system impacts.

2.1. Power Dispatch
PyPSA-GB can readily solve two power dispatch formulations: (i) single bus unit commitment problem, and (ii)

network constrained linear optimal power flow. The power dispatch functionality utilises the open-source PyPSA
(Python for Power Systems Analysis) to perform unit commitment and network-constrained linear optimal power flow
calculations. PyPSA is extensively documented in literature [23] and by the developers [48].

PyPSA offers a simulation platform for various components like loads, generators, and storage units linked to
buses. Loads signify fixed power demands, generators optimize power dispatch, and stores shift power with efficiency
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losses. Storage units behave similarly but have additional charging and discharging limits. Shunt impedances exhibit
voltage-dependent power consumption when using AC optimal power flow functionality.

Lines and transformers connect two buses, facilitating power transmission based on imbalances and network
impedances, and represent passive branches. Links connect two buses with controllable active power dispatch,
representing processes like high voltage DC lines or import-export capacities. Networks of links adhere to Kirchhoff’s
Current Law, while Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law applies to passive branch networks.

Unit commitment is formulated as a single bus (i.e., ignoring the network constraints which may occur) optimisation
with continuous and binary variables which include ramping constraints and start-up costs. The optimisation minimises
total system cost by dispatching generators and storage to meet demand under various constraints. The unit commitment
functionality in PyPSA is an implementation of the Taylor [49] formulation. In PyPSA-GB the constraints imposed
on generators under the unit commitment formulation are ‘commitable’, which indicates on/off status of generator,
‘minimum up time’, ‘minimum down time’, ‘ramp limit up’, ‘ramp limit down’, ‘minimum power output’, ‘maximum
power output’, and ‘start up cost’. See the extensive existing PyPSA documentation for the mathematical equations,
and the PyPSA-GB documentation for an example implementation.

The Linear Optimal Power Flow (LOPF) functionality in PyPSA optimises the dispatch of generation and storage
to meet demand which must be met in all timesteps. All optimisation variables are linear and continuous. Four
formulations of linear power flow calculations can be selected [50]: ‘angles’ which formulates the problem in terms
of the voltage phase angles; ‘PTDF’, Power Transfer Distribution Factor formulation [51]; the ‘Kirchhoff’ formulation
where the linear load flow is expressed as explicit linear constraints on the flows themselves; and ‘Cycle formulation’
where the flows are decomposed into a superposition of the flows on a spanning tree of the network. While all of these
formulations are included in PyPSA, the Kirchhoff formulation was fastest for 92% of the problems with distributed
generation solved by Hörsch et al. [50], where all formulations gave identical results.

The objective function of the LOPF is to minimise the total system cost. The optimisation can be extended to
include the capacities of generation and storage, both with capital and marginal cost, along with parameters of the
transmission network, with capital cost.

2.2. Data
This section details the data included in PyPSA-GB for representing the network, demand, marginal prices, thermal

power plants, renewable power, storage, and emissions. See Table 3 in the Appendix for a detailed overview of these
data types.

2.2.1. Network
The current GB transmission network consists of high voltage (HV) AC transmission power lines, one internal

HVDC line (Western HVDC link [52]), and HVDC interconnectors to other countries. PyPSA-GB represents this
with two formulations: the ‘reduced network model’, which is a 29 bus and 99 line representation of the high voltage
AC transmission network of the Great Britain (GB) electricity system developed in 2010 [53], and the ‘zonal model’
which is based on National Grid’s ETYS reports [54] and utilises the link PyPSA component. Due to the network
upgrades since the release of this model, additions have been made - the Western HVDC link, which strengthens the
connection between Scotland and England, and upgrades of various lines. All modelled lines in England are 400kV,
while in Scotland a combination of 275kV and 400kV are included. The network model data, shown in Figure 1 has
been compared to the ENTSO-E Grid Map [55] and Openinframap [56].

The main difference between the network models is their data source and the way they are implemented in PyPSA.
The ‘reduced network model’ is built on an outdated source from 2013 which has not been periodically updated and
uses passive lines for power flow between buses. The ‘zonal model’ uses the ETYS report which is updated every year,
meaning that it is easier to update the model in line with network upgrades and uses links for power flow between
buses. Networks of links adhere to Kirchhoff’s Current Law, while Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law applies to networks of
passive lines.

Generators, demands, and storage units are connected to the buses of the network by calculating the nearest bus by
distance, or identifying the zone in which they are located. For the ’reduced network model’, see Figure 1, Voronoi cells
can be generated to illustrate the areas which correspond to the nearest bus, see https://pypsa-gb.readthedocs.
io/en/latest/notebooks/1%20-%20Network.html. Voronoi cells show regions where all the points in one region
are closer to one bus than any other bus.
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(a) Reduced network model (b) Zonal network model

Figure 1: Network models available in PyPSA-GB

The historical years model the 6 existing interconnectors (as of 2020) as fixed import/export from historical data
sourced from the ESPENI (Elexon Sum Plus Embedded Net Imports) dataset (see Section 2.2.2 for more details on
this dataset). Interconnectors which have only recently become operational, such as IFA2 which began operation in
January 2021, will not be operational before that date in the model and will have fixed zero imports/exports.

Future interconnectors are modelled as bi-directional controllable links with fixed marginal costs based on
assumptions on the connected countries (these simplistic inputs can easily be changed by users). A pipeline of
interconnector projects with GB regulatory approval exists up to 2030 [57] and these are scaled to match projected
interconnector capacities from FES21 and FES22.

2.2.2. Demand
PyPSA-GB uses the ESPENI dataset [58] to represent the system demand. This is a cleaned dataset using both

National Grid and Elexon data to develop a historical half hourly electricity profile which represent the total system
demand of the GB power system. The EPSENI dataset takes system view data (from Elexon [59]) and adds both
embedded generation (distribution-connected solar and wind) and interconnector imports and exports (both from
National Grid [60]). In PyPSA-GB both embedded generation and interconnectors are modelled to account for this.
National Grid’s FES21 and FES22 data include a regional breakdown of projected demand by grid supply point which
can be mapped to the nearest bus. The 2020 data for these regional breakdown is used to distribute the load across the
buses for the historical years 2010-2020.

Future demand profiles are generated by scaling historical demand profiles or the load demand profile for 2050
(see [61] for more details) to match the projected annual load from the FES21 and FES22 datasets. Different demand
profiles from 2010-2020 years can be chosen. Distributions across buses are obtained from FES21 and FES22, where
data is available for distributions across gird supply points (which are mapped to buses), for the years 2020-2050 and
all four scenarios. Scaling the load profile according to solely the annual energy demand results in overestimation of
peak demands.

Historical demand data is openly available through Elexon and National Grid, and the ESPENI dataset offers a clean
and comprehensive dataset combining these sources. Future demand profiles are generated using historical profiles and
projected annual loads from FES, however a mismatch was found with the FES peak demand projections. Alternative
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methods for synthesising future demand profiles have been developed and could be implemented in PyPSA-GB to
better represent future demand. Bobmann and Staffell [61] used two models, capable of synthesising future demand,
to explore load curves in the UK and Germany, and found there will be significant change to the future shape of load
curves.

2.2.3. Marginal Prices
Marginal costs for thermal power plants are calculated in PyPSA-GB using a combination of fuel costs and carbon-

related costs (EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) and Carbon Price Support). The EU-ETS has recently been
replaced by a GB specific ETS, but is not included in this dataset. Quarterly fuel costs for coal, gas, and oil were
sourced using BEIS [62]. Historical daily futures EU-ETS prices were sourced from Ember Climate [63], and Carbon
Price Support (a top up to the EU-ETS price by the UK government) historical prices were from Hirst [64]. Nuclear
marginal prices were based on variable O&M from Harris et al. [65]. Biomass electricity generation fuel cost were
estimated based on assumptions in McIlveen-Wright et al. [66], and combined with Renewable Obligation Certificate
subsidies [67] to calculate a marginal price.

Predicting marginal prices for the future is highly uncertain, particularly for future thermal power plants such as
hydrogen power plants and carbon capture and storage power plants. In PyPSA-GB, marginal prices for future fossil
fuels are extracted from FES21 and FES22. As with all data in PyPSA-GB these default marginal costs can be changed
by the user.

The method used for calculating marginal prices for thermal power plants is simple, but is capable of representing
the primary dispatch costs of fuel and carbon related costs. Market mechanisms such as the capacity market, contracts
for difference, and ancillary services will impact on the power dispatch of the generators, however, these are not
included in this model.

2.2.4. Thermal Power Plants and Hydropower
The data source used for historical data on regional location, fuel, type, and installed capacity of thermal power

stations is the DUKES dataset from BEIS [62]. Fuel data extracted from this database are for: coal, diesel, natural gas,
nuclear, sour gas, and waste (e.g., anaerobic digestion and waste to energy). The coordinates of each power station has
been obtained from a combination of OpenStreetMap [68], Global Energy Monitor [69], and manual searches using
Google Maps for missing data.

Technical characteristics (minimum up/down time, ramp limit up/down, minimum/maximum power output) and
economic characteristics (start up and shut down costs), are important for power dispatch of thermal power plants,
particularly for unit commitment problems. Coal, oil, CCGT, OCGT, and nuclear assumptions are based on Schröder
et al. [70] and Angerer et al. [71]. Hydropower (non-pumped hydro) is not modelled as a dispatchable generator,
instead historical Elexon generation data is used, and is therefore fixed. Biomass is assumed to have the same technical
characteristics as coal.

For future years the projected installed capacities of thermal power plants uses a combination of short-term
predictions and long-term predictions based on FES21 and FES22. Short-term phase out of coal power plants and
nuclear power plants coming to the end of their lifespans is specifically included in the dataset, and long-term
projections of installed capacities for remaining thermal power plants up to 2050 uses the FES21 and FES22 data.
Spatial distributions of thermal power plants, including nuclear power plants, uses FES21 and FES22 data.

2.2.5. Renewable Power
Data on renewable power generation units is collated to determine installed capacities, technology type, and

location. Additionally, this data is required to generate power output timeseries calculated using the open-source
Python tool Atlite [72]. This tool retrieves global historical weather data (the ERA5 reanalysis dataset [73] is used
in PyPSA-GB) and converts it to power generation potentials for renewable power generation technologies such as
wind turbines and PV panels based on detailed mathematical models. While these weather datasets typically use a grid
structure, Atlite contains functions for interpolating between grid points.

For historical years, 2010-2020, data on operational solar photovoltaics (PV), onshore wind, and offshore wind
sites is sourced from the Renewable Energy Planning Database (REPD) [74]. However, this only includes renewable
projects with an installed capacity >150kW. Therefore, an additional scaling step is included where annual generation
is scaled to historical annual generation reported by BEIS [62]. This results in significant scaling up for solar PV which
have a high proportion of small-scale installations.
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For modelling future energy scenarios, the FES21 and FES22 data is used to extract projected capacities. The spatial
distributions of PV, onshore wind, and offshore wind are projected by the FES21 and FES22 Regional Breakdown data.
For offshore wind in the near future (to 2030), the pipeline (from the REPD) and Sectoral Marine Plan [75] (planning
sites around Scotland) are used to update the spatial distribution from 2020 as it is anticipated that there will be a
large expansion of offshore wind in the next 10 years, which will significantly impact the current spatial distribution.
Tidal lagoon and tidal stream site installed capacity and locations were developed by inspection of the FES21 and
FES22 data and Mackie et al. [76]. Their power output time series are modelled directly by extracting harmonic tidal
constituents for the years 2025, 2030, 2040, 2045 and 2050 using the Thetis coastal ocean model [77]. Tidal lagoon
power is modelled directly [78], and tidal stream uses a nominal 2 MW device power curve [79]. Wave power sites
were similarly interpreted from FES21 and FES22 data, Pennock et al. [80], Struthers et al. [79], and the UK Marine
Energy Database (MED) [81], using a publicly available 750 kW wave energy converter power matrix [82].

2.2.6. Storage
PyPSA-GB includes explicit models of historical and future electrical storage technologies. The only historical

storage units for 2010-2020 included are large-scale pumped hydro stations. The future storage technologies repre-
sented are pumped hydro, batteries, liquid air storage and compressed air storage. The energy capacities and nominal
power for the years 2021-2050 are extracted from the FES21 and FES22 workbook, and can be obtained for the four
different scenarios. Charging/discharging efficiency and standing losses data were sourced from Moseley and Garche
[83], and the spatial distributions of the storage types are projected by the FES21 and FES22 Regional Breakdown
data.

There are flexibility measures which are included in FES21 and FES22 which are not included in PyPSA-GB
such as thermal storage and vehicle-to-grid. In FES21 and FES22 these are treated as demand side measures which
influence the electrical demand distribution. PyPSA-GB does not currently modify the electrical demand to represent
these flexibility measures, and development of this area is left to further work.

2.2.7. Emissions
PyPSA-GB can calculate time series of the direct carbon dioxide emissions of each generation technology at the

same resolution as the power dispatch model, by use of direct emissions intensity data from the BID3 developers
who aided the FES21 and FES22 analysis [29], Staffell [84], and IPCC AR5 Annexx III [85]. Instantaneous and total
emissions from the generation dispatch over the considered time period can be calculated at both a whole network and
a single bus scale. For this release of PyPSA-GB, these values are stationary, where the effects of thermal plant ramp
up/ramp down are not modelled.

3. Results
This section will showcase the functionality of these for both historical years and the future energy scenarios, and

then detail a illustrative case study for wind curtailment in Scotland.
To illustrate the LOPF for future electricity system figures are shown for power dispatch of generators and of a

storage unit. Figure 2 shows the power dispatch of 2050 under the FES22 Leading the Way scenario, with much higher
proportion of demand being met by solar and wind power. Figure 3a shows the charging/discharging and state of charge
of the pumped hydroelectricity storage units which are being dispatched to minimise system costs. Figure 3b shows
the future behaviour of pumped hydroelectricity storage units, and highlights the greater role of storage in balancing
the future system with higher penetration of wind and solar power.

3.1. Comparison to Historical Data
This section compares the generation outputs from a LOPF simulation to historical data. This provides confidence

in the model that it is producing expected output, but is not intended to form a fully validated model because of the
sensitivity to user inputs. This is particularly important for modelling the future energy scenarios which introduce
numerous user assumptions. A fully validated model of the future energy scenarios is not possible since there are a
number of assumptions, therefore, these models should be seen as tools to expand understanding of future system
operation, as opposed to trying to replicate future systems exactly. More on the limitations of PyPSA-GB can be found
in the Discussion section.

Figure 4 shows the annual energy output of all of the different power generation types for a LOPF simulation
(hourly timestep) compared to the 2018 data published by BEIS from the DUKES dataset [62] (see Table 2 in the
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Figure 2: Future LOPF over a three day period in December 2050 under Leading the Way.

(a) Pumped hydroelectric storage over 2019
three day period.

(b) Pumped hydroelectric storage over 2050
three day period.

Figure 3: Pumped storage hydroelectric. State of charge is the MWh stored in each timestep, and dispatch is MWh charged
or discharged in hourly timesteps (equivalent to MW).

Appendix for numerical data). The figure shows most generation types have similar power outputs. The generation
types which are not similar are coal and natural gas. The input marginal prices for the simulation are always higher for
coal than natural gas, and therefore very little coal generation can be seen. It is likely that additional electricity market
factors such as capacity markets are influencing the higher production of coal over natural gas. The assumptions for
calculating the marginal price for natural gas and coal does not wholly reflect market prices. Additionally, coal power
stations use coal blending schemes to introduce coal slurry referred to as pond fines into their fuel mix as this lower
grade coal isn’t subject to carbon tax. In 2016, Ratcliffe had pushed their pond fines content to 25% of their total coal
input. This is not accounted for in the model [86] and is likely a contributing factor for the under-prediction of coal
generation.
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Figure 4: Comparison of LOPF simulation of 2018 to historical data published by BEIS.

3.2. Illustrative Case Study: Wind Curtailment in Scotland in 2035
Wind curtailment in Scotland in 2035 was chosen as as an illustrative case study to highlight the use of PyPSA-GB

in planning studies. This is a relevant case study because there are targets for a net zero power system by 2035. There is
also expected to be a high proportion of installed capacity of onshore wind farms located in Scotland whose generation
will be exported to the rest of GB. This may lead to frequent curtailment due to constraints in the network. This problem
is already occuring with constraint payments to wind farms in the UK rising between 2015 and 2021 from £90 to £140
million [87]. An LOPF simulation was run for the whole of GB over 2035 under the FES22 Leading the Way scenario,
and network has been scaled to projected levels in the Leading the Way scenario.

This scenario contains larger renewable generation than is currently on the system, for example, the installed
offshore wind generation is 83GW and the demand peak is 80GW (see Table 4 in the Appendix for all installed
capacities). Network constraints occur over the Scotland-England boundary due to these large scale installation of
renewables in Scotland which has better wind resource.

Figure 5a shows the profiles of onshore wind generation which is dispatched and used to meet demand, and curtailed
where the potential generation is reduced, and Figure 5b shows the relative line loading with higher relative loading
seen for this snapshot in Scotland than England, which is indicative of closer to constrained areas in Scotland.

High levels of curtailment can be seen, and while there is energy storage in this case study it may reflect a
requirement for network expansion or additional flexibility measures (e.g., large-scale thermal energy storage [88])
as more renewables are built in Scotland which needs to transported to the higher demands in England. This analysis
results in 36.6 TWh of wind dispatched and 29.4 TWh of wind curtailed; meaning that 44.5% of potential wind
generation is curtailed. For comparison, running the model with the same assumptions but with no network constraints
results in 51.2 TWh of wind dispatched and 14.9 TWh of wind curtailed; meaning that 22.5% of potential wind
generation is curtailed. Around half the curtailment is not included when using the model without network constraints.

This illustrative case study shows the potential of using PyPSA-GB in vital questions such as renewable energy
curtailment in future energy scenarios.
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(a) Dispatch and curtailment of onshore wind for 2035.
(b) Relative line loading for snapshot in 2035, with red indicat-
ing high loading and blue low loading.

Figure 5: Curtailment of onshore wind farm generation in 2035 under FES scenarion Leading the Way.

4. Discussion
PyPSA-GB builds upon the power systems analysis functionality of PyPSA with a model implementation of high

spatial and temporal resolution to represent the GB power system for both historical years (2010-2020) and future
years (2021-2050). Combining PyPSA with the collated relevant historical and future GB-specific energy system data
provides an open-source basis for future studies. This section discusses the data implemented, future developments,
and the reusability of the model to be used and developed by other researchers.

The reduced network model representation of the current transmission network was developed more than 10
years ago and has been updated in this model. This network can capture the constraints between buses, in particular
the Scotland-England border constraint where high renewable generation from wind farms in Scotland are often
constrained and unable to connect to the higher demand found in England. The zonal model allows for easier integration
of the network upgrades planned by National Grid in their Electricity Ten Year Statement studies [54]. There is scope
for utilising other network models, such the network model included in the OATS power system modelling tool which
is similar to the reduced network model but with more buses [89].

Interconnectors are currently included as HVDC links with fixed marginal costs based on user input assumptions.
However, this fails to capture the marginal cost dynamics in the connected countries. A Europe-wide model or dataset,
such as a clustered PyPSA-Eur model [24], Euro-Calliope [90], JRC TIMES model [91], IIASA scenario explorer [92]
could be used to generate import/export interconnector flows or marginal costs, which could then be used as exogenous
inputs to PyPSA-GB. PyPSA-GB only includes connections which are in the current pipeline, while connections to
countries further away (see the Britain-Morocco proposed interconnector [[93]) may be installed in the future.

For future energy scenarios there is data on the future of fuel and emission trading scheme costs for coal, natural gas,
and oil but this has not been scrutinised in terms of uncertainty. Meanwhile, the model relies on speculative data input
for future marginal costs for future dispatchable power plants such as hydrogen and CCS gas and biomass. Predicting
these costs is beyond the scope of this work, but an interesting avenue for future consideration, particularly in the field
of whole energy system modelling.

Hydrogen is included as a generator type and electrolysers as storage at each bus. Future extension could include
hydrogen pipes with links between nodes to represent transport. It would then be useful to differentiate types of
hydrogen based on how they are produced (e.g., green hydrogen is made from renewable energy sources, and blue
hydrogen is made from splitting natural gas with carbon capture and storage), this would enable endogenous marginal
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costs for electricity production form hydrogen. Additionally, many existing gas turbines could be retrofitted to run on
hydrogen which will influence the spatial distribution of hydrogen power plants.

Modelling of power generation from renewable power generation has relied primarily on Atlite (see 2.2.5 for
introdudction and references related to Atlite) Renewable Power with weather data from the ERA5 reanalysis dataset,
historical installed capacities from the Renewable Energy Planning Database, and future projected installed capacities
from FES21 and FES22. Historical profiles required scaling in order to make up for the missing small-scale, <150kW,
generators, while future profiles required additional data sources to project the spatial distribution. The ERA5 dataset
has been shown to be one of the best for energy system modelling, but an advantage of Atlite is the integration
of multiple weather datasets. Examples illustrated in the PyPSA-GB documentation focus on year (or sub-year)
simulations, whereas the importance on storage requirements when simulating multiple weather years has been
highlighted in a recent study [94]. Further, use of future climate change adjusted data could be instructive, as done
in other studies [95].

Interpretation has been necessary to discretise the technology of aggregated ’Marine’ into installed capacities of
tidal stream, tidal lagoon and wave power FES2021 and FES2022, based on grid supply points and Struthers et al. [79].
However, the relatively small proportion of installed capacity by generation type makes it likely that the results would
be relatively insensitive to this interpretation.

PyPSA-GB currently only includes electrical storage, and does not include demand-side flexibility measures such
as electric vehicle to grid, demand response, and thermal storage. A wider range of storage and flexibility options are
to be implemented in the model in future work.

In terms of software, workflow management tools such as snakemake [96], as for instance PyPSA-Eur, greatly
enhances reproducibility while giving the model flexibility to react to new data and parametric inputs. PyPSA-GB
currently does not use such a tool. Incorporating snakemake is a target of future model updates, in particular as the
model iterates through research projects, and gains traction with the community.

A central contribution of PyPSA-GB is reusability to enable future development and application by other energy
system modellers. This discussion section has highlighted a number of areas where further development can be made,
however, the model is also mature enough to be applied by others looking to undertake GB operational and planning
studies, such as analysing the role of sector coupling in future energy scenarios. The current model includes the FES21
and FES22 data and National Grid publish an annual report with updated modelling every year, and is robust to future
updates in the FES data.

The modular and extensible nature of PyPSA-GB allows for the incorporation of new technologies, market
structures, and policy scenarios. This can foster innovation and facilitate the exploration of diverse pathways for the
evolution of the power system. PyPSA-GB’s practical applications extend to the realm of policy-making. Policymakers
can utilise the model to assess the implications of different policy interventions on the energy system. By simulating
various policy scenarios, decision-makers can make informed choices that align with broader energy transition goals,
such as decarbonisation and sustainability. The transparency and flexibility of PyPSA-GB also facilitate stakeholder
engagement in the policy-making process. The model can serve as a communication tool, enabling policymakers to
convey complex energy system dynamics to diverse audiences. This transparency fosters a shared understanding among
stakeholders, ultimately leading to more effective and widely accepted policy measures.

5. Conclusions
This paper has presented PyPSA-GB which is a model implementation of the GB power system consisting of data

and power flow functionality encompassing historical years and the future energy scenarios developed by National
Grid. It is the first fully open-source model implementation of GB with high spatial and temporal resolution, and data
for future years up to 2050, and analysis in this paper shows good agreement with historical data.

PyPSA-GB is openly available which has benefits such as: enabling transparency, peer review, reproducibility,
and traceability; improved collaboration between modellers and policy makers; improved collaboration between
researchers; and a more prominent role in wider public debate. Many countries are facing similar challenges in
developing open-source energy models to provide transparent and evidence-proven energy system development
decision for decarbonisation, the method and approach provided in this work can be generally applicable.

PyPSA-GB provides an open-source basis for GB operational and planning studies, as illustrated in the wind
curtailment in Scotland case study, and for future studies e.g., whole system analysis, sector coupling, flexibility options
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such as large-scale thermal energy storage, and evolving electricity markets such as locational pricing. PyPSA-GB is
reusable which enables future development and application by other energy system modellers.

6. Supplementary Material and Acknowledgements
Please see the GitHub repository - https://github.com/andrewlyden/PyPSA-GB - in addition to the docu-

mentation - https://pypsa-gb.readthedocs.io/ - for more details on PyPSA-GB.
This work is part of the "INTEGRATE: Integrating seasoNal Thermal storagE with multiple enerGy souRces to

decArbonise Thermal Energy" project funded by EPSRC, grant number EP/T023112/1. For the purpose of open access,
the author has applied a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) licence to any Author Accepted Manuscript version
arising from this submission.
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7. Appendix

Table 2: Comparison between the generation outputs from the LOPF simulation to historical data

Simulated Historical Simulated - Historical Simulated (%) Historical (%) Simulated (%) - Historical (%)
Coal 2.9 16 -13.1 0.9 4.7 -3.8
EfW Incineration 3.5 3.5 0 1.1 1 0.1
Interconnectors Import 21.9 21.9 0 6.6 6.5 0.1
Hydro 2.8 5.4 -2.6 0.8 1.6 -0.8
Natural Gas 139.8 129.1 10.7 42.1 38.3 3.8
Nuclear 59.6 59.1 0.5 18 17.5 0.5
Oil 0 1 -1 0 0.3 -0.3
Solar Photovoltaics 14.7 12.7 2 4.4 3.8 0.6
Wind Offshore 26 26.5 -0.5 7.8 7.9 -0.1
Wind Onshore 28.9 30.4 -1.5 8.7 9 -0.3
Pumped Storage Hydroelectric 0.6 0 0.6 0.2 0 0.2
Biomass 31.1 31.5 -0.4 9.4 9.3 0.1
Total 331.8 337.1 -5.3 100 99.9 0.1
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Table 3: This table shows all of the data sources used in PyPSA-GB. Note license only named if data is released with
explicit license, journals use various licences and are not included here.

Type Data Data processing Source and License

Network Reduced network model Matpower file converted to buses and lines Bell and Tleis [97], Bukhsh et al. [98]
GPL-3.0 license

Zonal model Excel data converted to buses and links National Grid’s ETYS [54]
NG ESO Open Data Licence v1.0

Electrical demand ESPENI Excel file converted to loads
Wilson et al. [58]
Creative Commons Attribution
Non Commercial 4.0 International

Marginal prices Fuel costs from FES Excel data converted to marginal price
with addition of EU-ETS and CPS

National Grid’s FES [46]
NG ESO Open Data Licence v1.0

EU-ETS Excel data converted to marginal price
in addition to fuel costs and CPS

Ember Climate [63]
Creative Commons Attribution Licence
(CC-BY-4.0)

Carbon Price Support (CPS) Excel data converted to marginal price
in addition to fuel costs and EU-ETS

UK Gov (at time BEIS) [64]
Open Government Licence v3.0

Thermal power plants
and hydropower

Historical data on regional
location, fuel, type, and
installed capacity

Conversion from Excel data to generators DUKES dataset [62]
Open Government Licence v3.0

Coordinates Coordinate data converted to generators
attributes - latitude and longitude

OpenStreetMap [68] - Open Data
Commons Open Database License (ODbL),
Global Energy Monitor [69] - Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International
Public License, Google Maps

Technical characteristics Data from papers converted to
generators attributes Schröder et al. [70] and Angerer et al. [71]

Hydropower power
output timeseries

Excel data converted to generators
power time series Elexon [59] with BSC Open Data licence

Future installed capacities
and regional location data

Excel data converted to
generators attributes

National Grid’s FES [46]
NG ESO Open Data Licence v1.0

Renewable power Renewable power time series ERA5 weather data converted to
generators power time series using Atlite

ERA5 [73] - CC BY 4.0 DEED, and
Atlite [72] - MIT license

Historical data on regional
location, type, and installed
capacity

Excel data converted to
generators attributes

Renewable Energy Planning Database
(REPD) [74]
Open Government Licence v3.0

Historical annual generation
of renewables

Data from report used to scale REPD
data (above) to account for <150kW installations

UK Gov (at time BEIS) [62]
Open Government Licence v3.0

Future installed capacities and
regional location data Excel data converted to generators attributes National Grid’s FES [46]

NG ESO Open Data Licence v1.0

Offshore wind in
near-term future

Data from reports used for near-term spatal
distributionof offshore wind as generators attribute

Pipeline in REPD [74] and Sectoral Marine
Plan [75]
Open Government Licence v3.0

Tidal lagoon and stream
power generation

Generators power time series using the
Thetis coastal ocean model Thetis [77] - MIT license

Wave power generation Wave climate data from ERA5 converted to
generators power time series using power matrix

ERA5 [73] - CC BY 4.0 DEED,
and power matrix [82]

Storage Historical pumped hydro Data from Excel converted
to storage units attributes

DUKES dataset [62]
Open Government Licence v3.0

Future storage installed
capacities and locations

Data from Excel converted
to storage units attributes

National Grid’s FES [46]
NG ESO Open Data Licence v1.0

Charging/discharging
efficiency and standing
losses data

Data from reports converted
to storage units attributes Moseley and Garche [83]

Emissions Direct emissions data Data from various sources converted to carbon
factors for use in PyPSA-GB emission calculations Staffell [84], Schlömer et al. [85]
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Table 4: Installed generation and demand for 2035 Leading the Way scenario used in illustrative case study. Storage
includes battery, compressed air, liquid air, and pumped hydro.

Type Capacity (MW)
Biomass 973
Hydro 2,127
Marine 441
Offshore Wind 82,574
Onshore Wind 35,763
Solar 60,208
Waste 2,141
Storage 37,928
Gas 7,080
Hydrogen 7,642
Interconnectors 24,550
CCS 5,510
Nuclear 7,180
Demand peak (excludes electrolysis) 80,407
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